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View the query monitor signature mode
The Query Monitor Signature Mode view includes all active query information, automatically reduced to the signatures and grouped accordingly.
Note that the parameters are stripped.

   

The Query Monitor Signature Mode view is the place to start when investigating query performance. It broadly defines queries and trends with a
less overwhelming amount of data and allows you to diagnose a query in a general sense. Once you identify a potential problem, you may want
to view the statement mode view to see why a query is experiencing performance problems for a particular user, and then to the query history to
see how the query performs over time and the associated trends.

The Signature Mode view is displayed as follows:

 Use Query filters to narrow the results to only those that most interest you. Do this by selecting the Date Range - Begin and End,Filter -
the Application, User, Database, Client, and the SQL Text you want to include or exclude from your results.

 The primary focus of the Signature Mode view is in the charts. The cart type drop-down allows you to pick a chart type: AverageCharts -
CPU, Average Reads, Average Writes, Average Waits, Deadlocks, Blocking, CPU Per Second, and I/O Per Second. Also, you can
choose to view the type of chart by the following categories: By SQL Text, By Application, or By Database.

 It lists each occurrence of the query and the associated statistics, such as the Event Type, CPU Time (ms),Event Occurrences -
Reads, Writes, SQL Text, Application, Avg. Duration (ms), Database, Avg. CPU Time, Reads as % of List, Avg. Writes, CPU as % of
List, Writes as % of List, Avg. I/O Per Sec, Avg. Wait Time (ms), Avg. CPU Per Sec, Avg. Reads, Occurrences, Most Recent
Completion, Avg. Blocking Time (ms), and Avg. Deadlocks.

In the Event Occurrences, each listed query has the option to view the , click to open the Query Details window (if the icon isQuery Details
not colored, it means that there is no plan collected).

If you want to prevent certain queries from appearing on the Query Monitor views, click andConfigure Query Monitor > Advanced  ent
er the applications, databases, or SQL text you want to exclude from the Query Monitor collection. You can also configure these
options directly in the .SQL Diagnostic Manager web console

Sigma () character
The Sigma character indicates that the data in this row is at least partially composed of aggregated data. This means that the data is 
condensed into a day-length summary and some precision about the individual statements, client computers, and users is suppressed. 
Rows in this view with the Sigma character may include a mix of aggregated and non-aggregated data.

http://wiki.idera.com/x/VPj5jQ
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In the Signature Mode view, right-click any of the listed queries under the Event Occurrences list and click Show Query Text to open 
the SQL Text window (In this window run a Query Diagnosis and receive a list of performance recommendations).

Understanding cell colors
Red in the column indicates that the data in that row represents 20% or more of the total data displayed in the list, while yellow 
indicates that the data in the row represents 5% or more of the total data displayed in the list.
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